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1. State of the Art
The old hypothesis (with far-reaching (pre)historical consequences) that Armenian has a large
layer of Hittite and Luwian loanwords was critically examined in a paper of mine published in
2013.1 I concluded that their number is, in fact, very low and that they are all Luwian:2 laxowr
‘ivy; parsley’ (from *laḫḫur- ‘greenery’, borrowed also into Hittite, see the derivative laḫḫurnuzzi‘foliage, leafy branches, greenery (of trees and shrubs)’), vaš ‘good, bravo’ (from wāšu- ‘good’), and
xaṙn ‘mixture; mixed’ (from *ḫarniya-, known e.g., from ḫarnanta/i- ‘leavening’, etc.). I cautiously
allowed that torr ‘vine, tendril’ also might be a loanword from Luwian tuwarsa/i- ‘vineyard’ despite the phonological difficulties: I retract this claim now since these difficulties seem unsurmountable. It requires further research whether the remarkable semantic and formal closeness
of both words is more than a coincidence.3
1

Simon 2013.

2

 or the sake of simplicity, alphabetically ordered lists will follow the Latin and not the Armenian alphaF
betic order.

3

Oreshko 2018, 111 suggested without any argument (“the evidence suggests”, not revealing what kind
of evidence is meant) that torr is a genuine Armenian word and that it was borrowed into Luwian
tuwarsa/i- ‘vineyard’. This is of course not possible on phonological grounds, as per above. Note also that
Rieken 2007, 296 and Sasseville 2021, 177 interpret the Luwian word as /tuwaris(a)-/ and as an inherited
word (their reading does not solve the phonological difficulties regarding torr).
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My paper has generated considerable discussion, first of all a follow-up article by H. Martirosyan4
and an extensive reanalysis of the question by A. Housepian in her dissertation.5 This renewed
discussion is more than welcome since the topic (despite its above-mentioned importance beyond
linguistics) has still not reached the level of awareness that it deserves; even the most recent and
most detailed handbook of Indo-European studies fully ignores this issue in its overview of the
loanwords in Armenian.6
Before turning to the analysis of the contributions of Martirosyan and Housepian, I must mention two further suggestions for Anatolian loanwords in Armenian published in the meantime.
Unfortunately, they are not fitting:
First, M. Fritz argued that tcargmanel ‘to translate’ could be a loan from Luw. “tarkummiya-” ‘to
report’.7 As I pointed out earlier, this is not possible phonologically8 and this Armenian verb is
usually treated as a loanword from Syriac.9
Second, V. Blažek cautiously suggested that oski ‘gold’ is a loan from Luw. wašḫa- (the semantics
of which is extremely debated, I argued for ‘an implement’, perhaps ‘shovel’10).11 Setting aside the
semantic issue (which, in itself, can exclude this idea), I pointed out earlier that this explanation
is again not possible phonologically.12

2. Martirosyan's Analysis
In his follow-up paper, Martirosyan discussed three groups of putative loanwords: first, he tried
to save some etymologies I have rejected; second, he discussed etymologies I have allegedly overlooked; and third, most importantly, he proposed a couple of new etymologies. I discuss his proposals in this order.

2.1. Attempts at Saving Rejected Etymologies
This category includes two cases. First, the derivation of šełj ‘heap, mass, pile (of corn, fruits, etc.)’
from Hitt. šēli- ‘heap of grain’ was rejected by me on phonological grounds ([š] vs. <š> and e vs.
ē).13 In Martirosyan’s view, however, “an Armenian hissing consonant easily becomes hushing in
the presence of a hushing consonant in the word” and (ē >) i > e/_ł (cf. Syr. abīla > abełay ‘monk’;
asełn, gen. asłan ‘needle’ < *asil[a]n; Βασίλειος > Barseł / Barsił, he also added the case of Mušeł
← Muršiliš to be discussed below) and claimed that “we can safely conclude that Arm. šełj (…) is
a loan from Hittite”. 14 While the second sound law does solve the problem of vocalism, his first
claim (s > š / …ǰ) remains fully ad hoc, and none of his examples provide an analogical case.15 In
other words, the derivation of the Armenian word from Hittite remains false.
4

Martirosyan 2017.

5

Housepian 2017.

6

C lackson 2017, 1120–1124, esp. 1123.

7

F ritz 2014. On the complex issue of the different stems of this Luwian and Hittite verb see now Simon
2020c.

8

Simon 2015b, 708.

9

See most recently Kitazumi – Rudolf 2021, 192 with refs.

10

Simon 2020b with detailed discussion and refs.

11

Blažek 2017, 295. For yet another etymology of this Armenian word see No. 12 in §3.3.

12

Simon 2020a.

13

Simon 2013, 112–113.

14

Martirosyan 2017, 296.

15

 e quoted the following examples: *canačcem > čanačcem ‘to know, recognize’; *hražest > hražešt ‘perH
mission, leave of absence, farewell, parting, renunciation, refusal’; *patsač > patšač ‘suitable, proper,
decent’; astičan > aštičan ‘stair’; *z-oyž > žoyž ‘endurance, hardihood’; soči / šoči ‘pine tree’.
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The second case is the personal name Mušeł, the derivation of which, from Muršiliš, was rejected
by me on phonological grounds (i vs. e and r vs. Ø).16 Again, in view of Martirosyan these are not
insurmountable problems: regarding the vocalism, he referred to the rule quoted above (i > e/_ł)
and pointed out that the change (*rs >) rš > š has several parallels in Armenian: gološi / golorši
‘vapour, steam’ (see there for a possible etymology); tcaršamim / tcaṙamim, tcošom- / tcoṙom- ‘to
wither’; tcowš- ‘cheek’ if from *tuHr-s- vel sim. (cf. Czech tvář ‘face, cheek’ etc.); xaršem / xašem ‘to
burn, boil, stew’ (cf. xarem ‘to burn, brand, cauterize’); maršem / mašem ‘to use up, consume, wear
out, waste, corrode, spoil, destroy’ (Proto-Indo-European *mr̥s- or Iran. *marš-); moš ‘tamarisk;
blackberry, bramble’ <*morsiya-, cf. mor (dial. moṙ) ‘blackberry’, Greek μόρον ‘black mulberry,
blackberry’, etc.; kcaršem / kcašem ‘to draw, drag, pull’ (an Iranian loan).17
I gladly acknowledge that these examples do solve the phonological problems and that Mušeł
could have been borrowed from Muršiliš. It does not, however, necessarily mean a Hittite source:
the name Mursilis was well-known in the Iron Age, from Lesbos (Myrsilos)18 to Central Anatolia
(Great King Mursili mentioned in KIZILDAĞ 3–5 and BURUNKAYA as well as in TÜRKMENKARAHÖYÜK 1 [here without the title “Great King”]).19 In other words, the name can be a Luwian
loan, as well, in Armenian.20

2.2. “Overlooked” Etymologies
Martirosyan also claimed that I have overlooked some etymologies in my 2013 paper. In fact, they
were not overlooked but not taken into account since they were published in languages not used
in Hittitology and Indo-European studies (i.e. Armenian and Russian).21 This category consists of
two words of unknown origin:22
First, akaws ‘furrow’ was derived from Hitt. (“probably of Luwian origin”) akkuš(š)a- ‘(catch-)
hole, (trapping-)pit’, 23 with the argumentation that they “may be in a way related (…), although the
rest is uncertain”.24 However, Martirosyan did not provide any explanation for the formal differences and, accordingly, this etymology cannot be upheld.
The second word is astowac ‘god’ (of notoriously unknown etymology), what Martirosyan explained from *Aššu-Tiwaz ‘good Sun-god/day/dawn/deity/lord [sic]’. 25 However, first, in this form,
16

Simon 2013, 99 n. 3.

17

Martirosyan 2017, 296. He also added karž / kaž ‘skein, hank, a length of yarn or thread wound on a
reel’ (which is irrelevant showing a different cluster) and pcoši ‘dust’, what he derived from Proto-IndoEuropean (henceforth PIE) *porsyo- (cf. Old Church Slavic praxъ ‘dust’ etc.), which is, however, phonologically irregular.

18

Dale 2011.

19

 he literature on the date of these inscriptions is enormous and cannot be treated here. Suffice it to say
T
that no consensus has been achieved (not even in the number of Mursilis), but current research moves
between the 12th and 8th centuries and assumes one or two Mursilis, see Goedegebuure et al. 2020 and
Hawkins – Weeden 2021 for the two extremities.

20

A lso Oreshko 2017, 62 n. 74 accepts Martirosyan’s argumentation, but in view of the small number of
Hittite and Luwian loans in Armenian, he claims that “there are more reasons to connect Mušeł with
north-western-Anatolian Myrsilos than with Hittite Muršili and to regard it as a reflex of west-Anatolian-Balkan onomastic tradition”. Since, however, Armenian has no documented linguistic contact with
North-western Anatolia, it is more straightforward to explain Mušeł from a language with which there
was contact, i.e. from Luwian. The term “west-Anatolian-Balkan onomastic tradition” and its linguistic
content remain a mystery for me.

21

Cf. Simon 2013, 97 n. 1.

22

I omit his third example, the toponym Armawir, because etymologizing Armenian toponyms was and is
not the task to be accomplished within the framework of investigating loanwords.

23

On the Hittite word see now Busse 2019.

24

Martirosyan 2017, 297–298 with refs.

25

Martirosyan 2017, 298 with refs., cf. also 2019, 199–201.
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this is a theophoric personal name (type Wasu-SARMA26), not a theonym (which would have required an explanation as to how a personal name could have been transformed into the word
‘god’). The second problem is (admitted also by Martirosyan) that this is a Hittite-Luwian compound which lacks parallels (‘good’ is wāšu- in Luwian [cf. above Wasu-SARMA], not āššu, which
was not borrowed into Luwian according to our current knowledge). 27 In other words, this etymology cannot be upheld.

2.3. New Proposals
Finally, Martirosyan proposed Hittite origin for six Armenian words of unknown (mostly disputed) origin:28
1. Arm. hasteay ‘a kind of pastry’ ← Hitt. NINDAḫaz(z)ita- ‘a kind of cake’:29 However, setting aside
the phonological difficulties, no such Hittite word exists, only ḫaz(z)izit- ‘ear’, which sometimes
appears in the shape of cultic pastry.30
2. Arm. hazar ‘lettuce’ ← Hitt. ḫašuššarā- ‘a garden vegetable’:31 However, this connection is impossible since the forms are completely different (h vs. ḫ [the only assured borrowing shows x as
the substitution of ‹ḫ›, see the introduction]; -aza- vs. -ašušša-). To solve this problem, Martirosyan
proposed a “contamination” with Hittite ḫazzuwanni- ‘lettuce’, which can be excluded, since it
means ‘garlic, a type of onion’.32 Alternatively, he proposed “a folk-etymological reinterpretation
influenced by homonymous hazar ‘thousand’”, which is hardly convincing from a semantical
point of view.
3. Arm. karž / kaž ‘skein, hank, a length of yarn or thread wound on a reel’ ← Hitt. karza- / karzan‘spool, bobbin vel sim.’:33 However, the difference in the consonantism (‹z› vs. ž) remained unexplained (admitted by Martirosyan as well), and thus, this is not a valid etymology.
4. Arm. lełi ‘gall, bile’ < *leał-i- ← Hitt. liššiyala- ‘liver-related, pertaining to liver’:34 The proposal
is phonologically not fitting: ł reflects *-lC-,35 and thus, this etymology cannot be upheld.
5. Arm. targal ‘spoon’ ← Hittite tarwāli- ‘pestle vel sim.’:36 This is a formally fitting derivation, but
not semantically since a pestle can hardly be used as a spoon. Thus, it is not a valid etymology.

26

On this type see Melchert 2013, 40, on the precise reading of the logogram see Simon 2020d, 192 with n. 3.

27

 ote that in its single attestation with Glossenkeils, these are used to mark the indentation and not an alN
leged Luwian origin (Busse 2017a).

28

 ow he imagined the origin of Arm. kaši ‘skin, hide’ <*kars-i- is partly unclear since he called the allegH
edly underlying *gwr̥so- (also the source of Hitt. kurša-, itself of unknown origin) once “probably nonIndo-European” “from an Asiatic culture word” (Martirosyan 2017, 298) and once “Anatolian” (2017,
299). The connection is a remarkable idea and formally fitting, but even his wording implies either common heritage or common borrowing from a third source (which is not necessary).

29

Martirosyan 2017, 299 (“perhaps”, “uncertain”); cf. already Martirosyan 2010, 391, 398 (this contribution
was, unfortunately, indeed overlooked by me).

30

H W2 Ḫ, 547–548.

31

Martirosyan 2017, 299.

32

Farber 1991, 236–237 and Simon 2015a.

33

Martirosyan 2017, 299.

34

Martirosyan 2017, 298–299.

35

 ee, e.g., Macak 2017, 1061. It cannot be attributed to the regular sound substitution of a “foreign l” (cf.,
S
e.g., Macak 2017, 1040) since the first [l] does not show this sound substitution.

36

Martirosyan 2017, 299 (“may be”), cf. already Martirosyan 2013, 106–107; the Cuneiform Luwian word
taruwal- ‘mortar’ added by him does not exist (cf. Starke 1990, 336).
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6. Arm. towpc ‘case, box, chest, censer’ ← Hitt. GIŠtuppi-, GIŠtuppa- ‘ark, container’, Éd/tuppa- ‘storehouse’:37 Setting aside the fact that the correct form of the Hittite word is GIŠtuppa- ‘chest, basket’,
the word existed in Luwian as well, cf. “É duppašši” (RS 17.59, 17–19, edict of Tudḫaliya IV).38
Accordingly, the possibility that we are dealing with a Luwian loan in Armenian cannot be excluded (cf. below). The problem is phonological, the inconsistent rendering of the voiceless consonants of the Anatolian word. However, considering the formal and semantic closeness as well
as the circumstance that the origin of Armenian word-internal pc is obscure,39 it would be premature to exclude this etymology: For instance, one may speculate that the Armenian phoneme
substitutes a geminate voiceless stop (the Anatolian spelling allows both a geminate and a singleton stop).

2.4. Interim Result
Martirosyan concluded his investigations with the claim that “the existence of Hittite loanwords
in Armenian should not be excluded”.40 Although such a cautious approach is, of course, justified,
it must be stressed at the same time that in reality there is still no clear evidence for Hittite loanwords in Armenian: one case is semantically highly problematic (targal), while in the remaining both cases (Mušeł and towpc) a Luwian transmission cannot be excluded. Since otherwise all
assured loans are Luwian, Occam’s razor argues for classifying these words as Luwian loans as
well. However the implications are drawn, it is Martirosyan’s merit that one or two more examples of Anatolian loanwords in Armenian can be booked.

3. Housepian’s Analysis
The relevant chapter of Housepian’s PhD dissertation41 provides a detailed overview of the history of the research, which also means that she lists many outdated and false loanword assumptions from the secondary literature written in Armenian and Russian. She gives a description of
the proposed etymologies article by article and lists at the end those that can be maintained according to her. Finally, at the end of the chapter, she gives a final list of the acceptable etymologies,42 which is, however, considerably shorter (and does not include the words whose Anatolian
origin I have supported above). Unfortunately, she did not provide any reasoning for her choices,
so I will discuss only her final selection of 44 words.
These 44 words consist of three types: (a) maintaining etymologies rejected by me in my 2013 paper; (b) maintaining some of the etymologies of Martirosyan just discussed above; and (c) most
importantly, the revival of some etymologies published in Armenian or Russian secondary literature. In the following, I will discuss these etymologies in this order.

3.1. Etymologies Rejected in Simon 2013
This category includes 21 words, and they can be dealt with here shortly: They were rejected by
me mostly on formal grounds (phonology and morphology) and sometimes because the Armenian
word is clearly an inherited word from Proto-Indo-European or an Iranian loanword (which obviously implies that the Anatolian etymologies have formal and/or semantic problems usually
in this case as well). Unfortunately, Housepian did not provide a single argument in any of these

37

Martirosyan 2017, 300.

38

H EG T,D, 443–444.

39

See most recently Macak 2017, 1051.

40

Martirosyan 2017, 293.

41

Housepian 2017, 119–320.

42

Housepian 2017, 319–320.
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cases as to how to solve the formal problems listed by me and accordingly, the Hittite or Luwian
etymology of these words must remain false.43

3.2. Etymologies following Martirosyan 2017
Housepian accepted six etymologies of Martirosyan (akaws, hasteay, lełi, Mušeł, targal, towpc),44
but as we have already seen (§2), only one or two of them can be upheld.

43

For the sake of convenience I list these words with references:

	1. cowx ‘Rauch’ ← tuḫḫu(wa)i- ‘id.’ (Housepian 2017, 230). Rejected in Simon 2013, 102 on phonological
grounds.
	2. han ‘Großmutter’ ← ḫanna- ‘id.’ (Housepian 2017, 186). Rejected in Simon 2013, 104 as PIE heritage (not
mentioned by Housepian).
	3. hskem ‘beaufsichtigen, unermüdlich gehen’ ← ḫuške/a- ‘warten’ (Housepian 2017, 239). Rejected in
Simon 2013, 105 on semantic and phonological grounds.
	4. išxan ‘Herrscher, Befehlshaber, Fürst’ ← išḫa- ‘Herr’ (Housepian 2017, 125). Rejected in Simon 2013,
106 as an Iranian loan (not mentioned by Housepian).
	5. ǰaxǰaxem ‘zerstören’ ← zaḫḫiya- ‘sich gegenseitig bekämpfen’ (Housepian 2017, 186). Rejected in Simon
2013, 106 on semantic and formal grounds (not mentioned by Housepian).
	6. koškočem ‘schlagen, brechen’ ← kuškuš- ‘zerdrücken, zerstampfen’ (Housepian 2017, 293). Rejected in
Simon 2013, 106 on phonological grounds.
	7. kcnar ‘Kithara’ ← kinirilaš ‘instrument du musique’ [sic] (Housepian 2017, 125). Rejected in Simon 2013,
107 on formal grounds, not mentioned by Housepian.
	8. kcrkcrem ‘zerstören’ ← kurkurai- ‘Angst, Furcht, Panik’ (Housepian 2017, 230). Rejected in Simon 2013,
197 on semantic grounds.
	9. małtcem ‘wünschen, beten’ ← māld-/mald- ‘rezitieren, geloben’ (Housepian 2017, 186). Rejected in
Simon 2013, 109 on phonological grounds.
	10. ołoł ‘Überschwemmung’ ← alalima- ‘Getöse, Rauschen / Graben’ (Housepian 2017, 293). Rejected in
Simon 2013, 110 on semantic grounds (add now also formal grounds).
	11. pcetowr ‘Feder’ ← pattar ‘Flügel’ (Housepian 2017, 125, 128). Rejected in Simon 2013, 110 as PIE heritage (misunderstood by Housepian 2017, 121).
	12. skalim ‘splittern (intr.)’ ← iškalla-/iškall- ‘zerreißen, aufschlitzen’ (Housepian 2017, 186). Rejected in
Simon 2013, 115 as PIE heritage.
	13. sprdem ‘entschlüpfen’ ← “špard- (išpart-)” [sic] ‘entkommen’ (Housepian 2017, 186). Rejected in Simon
2013, 115 as PIE heritage (not mentioned by Housepian).
	14. šantc ‘Blitz, Donnerkeile, Funke’ ← Šantaš ‘Kriegsgott’ (Housepian 2017, 214–215). Rejected in Simon
2013, 112 on phonological and semantic grounds.
	15. šarem ‘weben, reihen’ ← šar- / šariye/a- ‘ausnähen, vernähen’ (Housepian 2017, 186, 239). Rejected in
Simon 2013, 112 on phonological ground.
	16. špcem ‘reiben, reinigen’ ← šuppiyaḫḫ- ‘reinigen’ (Housepian 2017, 239). Rejected in Simon 2013, 114 on
formal grounds.
	17. Torkc ‘eine mythologische Figur’ ← “Tarku” [sic] ‘Wettergott’ (Housepian 2017, 214) Rejected in Simon
2013, 99 n. 3 on formal and semantic grounds (not mentioned by Housepian).
	18. tcowx ‘braun, dunkel, schwarz’ ← tuḫḫae- ‘rauchen’ (Housepian 2017, 239). Rejected in Simon 2013,
118 on formal and semantic grounds.
	19. vaṙem ‘anzünden’ ← war- ‘brennen’ (Housepian 2017, 125, 128). Rejected in Simon 2013, 118 on formal
grounds (not mentioned by Housepian).
	20. xałam ‘Tierkopf’ ← “ḫala- (ḫalanta-)” [sic] ‘Kopf’ (Housepian 2017, 239). Rejected in Simon 2013, 119 on
formal grounds.
	21. xołxołem ‘massakrieren’ ← ḫulle-/ḫull- ‘niederschlagen’ (Housepian 2017, 186) and ḫulḫuliya- ‘schlingen, ringen’ (Housepian 2017, 293). Rejected in Simon 2013, 121 on semantic grounds (not mentioned by
Housepian), add now also formal grounds.
44

Housepian 2017, 128, 186, 315.
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3.3. Reviving Etymologies
Housepian also accepted the following 17 etymologies proposed in the earlier literature in
Armenian and Russian:45
1. Arm. Amatowni ‘PN’ ← Luw. Amatuwana [sic] ‘Hamathite, the one from Hamath’:46 The correct
form of the Luwian adjective is imatuwanna/i-, and accordingly, this etymology is not possible on
semantic and phonological grounds (a vs. i in the initial syllable).
2. Arm. apa- ‘after’ ← Hitt. āppa ‘back’:47 The Armenian word is usually explained as an Iranian
loan48 and a Hittite borrowing is not really probable on semantic grounds (it is āppan that means
‘(spatially) behind, (temporally) after’), but if such a semantic distance is permitted, then a
Luwian borrowing also cannot be excluded (āppa ‘back, again’49).
3. Arm. asr ‘wool’ ← Hitt. ašara- ‘white, bright’:50 The etymology is semantically problematic and
formally irregular (unexplained syncope of the -a-) and thus, it cannot be upheld.
4. Arm. barjr ‘high’ ← Hitt. parku-/pargau- ‘high, tall’:51 This proposal does not fit phonologically
(b vs. p and j vs. g), and the Armenian word is PIE heritage.52
5. Arm. dopcem ‘to stamp’ ← Luw. dūpi-/dūpai- ‘to strike (down), to afflict, to punish’:53 This etymology is phonologically not possible (d vs. t54 and o vs. ū)55 and semantically not very firm, the
Armenian word is possibly of onomatopoetic origin (cf. the references quoted by her).
6. Arm. Harma ‘PN’ ← Arma ‘Moon-god’:56 Arma was frequently used as a personal name (although until now it is attested only in compound names57) and thus, semantically there is no problem. Since the name is well-attested in Luwian speaking territories at least until the Hellenistic
period,58 a Luwian borrowing would equally be possible. However, the initial [h] remains unexplained and it would be methodologically problematic to explain it with a secondary, unetymological [h] (which is sometimes attested in Armenian words59).
7. Arm. hašm ‘lame’ ← Ḫāšammili ‘a smith-god’:60 This proposal is neither semantically nor formally fitting (although one could argue that h is the substitution of Hittite ḫ [but this is unmotivated, see below s.v. kokord] and the -a- was a so-called empty vowel used for spelling the consonant cluster, š vs. [s] and Ø vs. l remain unexplained).
45

For the literature, see the references in Housepian’s discussion.

46

Housepian 2017, 284, cf. 282.

47

Housepian 2017, 186, cf. 125, 162 (but not included in the list of 125).

48

E .g., Olsen 1999, 700–701.

49

Melchert 1993, 20.

50

Housepian 2017, 230, cf. 221.

51

Housepian 2017, 186, cf. 155 with refs.

52

Martirosyan 2010, 171–172.

53

Housepian 2017, 284, cf. 278–279.

54

 lthough I argued for the existence of a Luwic dialect with preserved initial voiced stops, this dialect (if
A
it existed at all) is to be located in western Anatolia, around Dainis / Elaia, at the debouch of the Kaikos
River / Bakırçay (Simon 2017), outside of the supposed route of the Proto-Armenians.

55

Note the plene spellings with <ú>, cf. Busse 2017b.

56

Housepian 2017, 284, 282.

57

 rmā known from KUB 19.15 iv 9, 18, 22 and KBo 50.24 Ro ii 4‘ is an Egyptian name, contra Houwink ten
A
Cate 1961, 132. On the problems involved in the identification of this name see the discussion in Simon
2009 (with earlier refs.) and Devecchi – Miller 2011, 148–150.

58

Cf. ACLT s.v. Arma-FRATER 2 and Houwink ten Cate 1961, 131–134.

59

See, e.g., Macak 2017, 1059 with examples.

60

Housepian 2017, 214–215, cf. 213–214.
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8. Arm. himn ‘foundation’ ← Hitt. šāmā̆na- ‘foundation’:61 This proposal is phonologically not fitting (š vs. h,62 a vs. i, and a vs. Ø).
9. Arm. kokord ‘throat’ ← Hitt. ḫurḫurta-, ḫūwaḫḫu(wa)rti- > ḫuḫḫurti- ‘windpipe, throat’:63 Only
ḫuḫḫurti- could underlie the Armenian word, but it does not fit phonologically: although one may
claim that k is the substitution of Hittite ḫ-/-ḫḫ-, this is unmotivated in view of the presence of the
phonetically much closer Armenian x, which was indeed used as substitution for the equivalent
Luwian sound (see the introduction).64
10. Arm. kōšnem ‘offer’ ← Hitt. kuššan / kušn- ‘pay, salary, fee’:65 The proposal is phonologically
not possible (ō < aw vs. u66).
11. Arm. ogorim ‘to fight’ ← Hitt. wakkariye/a- ‘to rebel/revolt against’:67 The proposal is phonologically not fitting (o vs. a and g vs. k).
12. Arm. oski ‘gold’ ← Hitt. iškaru/iḫ- ‘ein Gefäß/Behälter aus Metall’:68 The proposal is formally
obviously not fitting.
13. Arm. pcatcowl / pcatcil ‘flake, flock’ ← Hitt. pittula- ‘loop, knot’:69 The problem with this proposal
is that if pit(t)uliya- ‘anguish, worry’ is a derivative of pittula- as it is generally assumed, then the
reading pít of BAD in pittula- is assured (since pit(t)uliya- is also spelled with pí-),70 and then there
is an unsolved phonological problem not only in the second but also in the first syllable. In other
words, this is not a valid etymology.
14. Arm. sksanim ‘to begin’ ← Hitt. kīš-/kiš- ‘to happen, to occur; to become’:71 This is not a fitting
proposal since the initial [s] remains unexplained.
15. Arm. tit ‘teat, bosom’ ← Hitt. “tita-” ‘id.’:72 Setting aside the fact that the correct Anatolian
forms are Hitt. tēta(n)- and Luw. tītan- ‘breast, teat’, a borrowing is not possible on phonological
grounds ([t…t] vs. [t…d]) and in general, considering the phonologically irregular forms in related languages (e.g., Proto-Germanic *tittōn- ‘tit, breast’ [> tit, Zitze, etc.] or Greek τίτθη, τιτθός), G.
Kroonen rightly concluded that we are dealing with universal nursery words.73

61

Housepian 2017, 186, cf. 167 with refs.

62

 ne could argue that the Hittite word is such an old borrowing that it participated in the *s > h /_V
O
change. Nevertheless, this sound law is also known from Greek (see, e.g., Rix 1992, 76) and must have
been present in Phrygian as well (which shows *s > Ø/_V, see, e.g., Obrador-Cursach 2020, 69), and thus,
since we are dealing with the same subbranch of the Indo-European family, it is probably the result of a
common development. This development, however, could obviously have happened only in the Balkans
and well before the Mycenaean period: a Hittite loan is, of course, impossible under these circumstances.

63

Housepian 2017, 186, cf. 184 with refs.

64

 or attempts to explain the Armenian word as inherited see Martirosyan 2010, 360 with refs. Note that
F
an onomatopoetic origin cannot be excluded either, as Zsombor J. Földi kindly reminded me.

65

Housepian 2017, 186, cf. 185 with refs.

66

Cf. Kloekhorst 2008, 498.

67

Housepian 2017, 176, cf. 161 with refs.

68

Housepian 2017, 303, cf. 298.

69

Housepian 2017, 230, cf. 228.

70

Cf. Kloekhorst 2008, 681–682.

71

Housepian 2017, 185, cf. 154 with refs.

72

Housepian 2017, 284, cf. 276.

73

K roonen 2013, 519.
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16. Arm. toł ‘line, rank’ ← Hitt. tūliya- ‘an institution of the Hittite state, a judicial body composed
of the members of the higher state bureaucracy’:74 The proposal does not fit semantically and the
Armenian word is inherited.75
17. Arm. tcołowm ‘to let’ ← Hitt. “tâla-/dâla-” and “tala-/dala-” [sic] ‘to let, to leave’:76 The correct
Hittite form is dāla-/dāli-, but it is not fitting (o vs. ā) and the Armenian word is inherited.77

3.4. Interim Result
We can conclude that the etymologies revived by Housepian are usually formally not fitting, one
case is semantically not fitting, and one case is a nursery word.

4. Conclusions
Although most of the etymologies revived, defended, or proposed by Martirosyan and Housepian
cannot be upheld and there is still no certain evidence for Hittite loanwords in Armenian, thanks
to Martirosyan’s work, one or two more cases can be added to the dossier of Armenian words of
Luwian origin, which now consists of four or five cases. In other words, nowadays it can safely
be claimed that Armenian has a Luwian loanword layer, and accordingly, Proto-Armenians must
have been in contact with Luwian speakers. This is even expected chronologically and geographically, but the precise historical circumstances remain completely obscure, which is one of the
complex tasks that the research on Iron Age Anatolian and Neo-Hittite history needs to accomplish.
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